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A great big THANK YOU to everyone who came out to help at the Family-Faculty Volunteer 

Day last month! Even some of the children got involved by spreading mulch and planting 

flowers. Thank you – thank you to those who donated gift cards. They went far in helping 

make the day possible.  

 

Thank you to Alice’s dad and his company, Royal Paving, for making our parking lot look so 

fabulous! Thank you also to Vistascape Landscaping. Our landscaper, Paul, installed a new 

drain so our parking lot is not a lake after it rains! The school looks spruced up and wonderful.  

 

*** With weather finally warming up, please send in a water bottle (labelled please) 

sunscreen and sunhats. We will be checking your child’s cubby and sending home cold 

weather clothes and asking for some warm weather ones in return. Children still need 

sweatshirts and coats for outside play. Thank you! 

 

Dates to Remember: 

 

May 11th – Art Show and Auction (11:00 to 1:00). Come see wonderful art your children have 

created over the school year. Bid on some wonderful Silent Auction items, including cute 

child decorated footstools and a beautiful photo of the Pre-Primary children’s “heart hands”. 

Proceeds will purchase pads for under our swings.  

Children even decorated a postcard invitation to this event. A flyer will be posted this week.  
 

May 14th   – Parent/Teacher Conferences. School is closed. A sign-up was emailed with a 

link, via Signup.com.  
 

May 25th – Memorial Day Flag Placement. Jen, Kathy and their daughters will be placing 

flags, honoring veterans, at the National Cemetery. If you would like to join us, please 

contact Jen Curtis. This is a wonderful opportunity for children to observe Memorial Day. 

There will be a small ceremony before the placing of the flags.  
 

May 27th - Closed for the observance of Memorial Day. 

 

** Thank you for your patience as the implementation of automatic tuition processing is 

taking far longer than hoped. An email will come home in the next month with more details. 

Tuition is still due to school by the 1st of each month until the 10th. 
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 Ben will be six 

Kennedy will be four 

Our new teacher, 

Amber has a birthday 

this month.  



 

 

 

 

 

     

  
The month of May brings flowers, fruits, and vegetables into our classroom. Now that the weather is 
warmer, the children will be able to utilize our deck as an extension to our classroom. We will set up 
water works (practical life), a picnic table for having snack and gross motor activities. The music wall 
on our deck is a real hit! Welcome spring! 
 
Language:   

❖ Looking at flower pictures and learning their names 

❖ Working on identifying objects in our classroom 

❖ Circle Time: Learning our names and reinforcing daily routines which help newer 

classmates become more at ease in the classroom.  

 

Sensorial/Math:  

❖ Knobbed cylinders (the children are so drawn to this work) 

❖ Puzzles 

❖ Posting works (see examples of below) 

❖ Nesting boxes 

 

Practical Life:        Science: 

❖ Flower arranging      We will be planting car grass seeds in  

❖ Cornmeal scooping  

❖ Dry pouring  

 

Self-Help Skills: The children continue to clean up after completing their work. They are 

working hard on serving themselves snack, lunch and using their utensils while they eat.   

 

Art: Sending home our surprise for Mother’s Day and finishing up Art Show masterpieces! 

 

Cooking: Making fruit salad using fruits featured in the book, The Very Hungry Caterpillar. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
                                                                                    

 

                                                                                          

 

 

 

 

Toddler one Room news 

                               

Books 

 

   

 

Science: We will be planting cat grass 

seeds in our own pots this month. 

Outside, we will be admiring blossoming 

flowers and watching for bugs.  



 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

           

                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Toddler Two Room News   

Sensorial/Math:  

Our feature color this month is green! 

❖ Reviewing shapes and colors 

(primary and secondary). 

❖ Cultural and animal puzzles 

❖ Challenging geometric puzzles 

❖ Challenging knobbed cylinder 

❖ Green tube and green exploration 

basket 

❖ Counting bugs 1 to 5 

❖ Sorting works 

❖ Texture boards 

 

              

A big part of our work this time of year is 

spent on socialization. We work on social 

cues and listening skills. At Morning Meeting, 

we pass our “good morning” stone, 

practicing eye contact and greeting each 

other. We talk about how we are feeling too. 

 

During this period of development, the 

children are beginning to learn how to 

resolve conflicts with each other. Teachers 

attempt to provide the tools for this, then 

observe whether children can use them. 

Sometimes we step in to model, using 

language or showing kindness to another.  

 

In preparation for the Preprimary room, the 

importance of completing the work cycle by 

putting work away, rolling the rug and 

putting it away is being emphasized. This 

helps foster a sense of community by getting 

things ready for the next person and keeping 

a tidy classroom. In addition, the children will 

continue to work on grace and courtesy,  

table setting skills, and their appropriate use 

of a fork, spoon and cup.   

 

Language:  

❖ Picture cards learning simple words 

❖ Silly Sally book/felt board figures 

❖ Matching bugs to picture cards 

❖ The Very Hungry caterpillar book 

and puppet story set 

❖ Learning opposites          
 

    
 

 

 Practical Life: 

➢ Flower arranging 

➢ Scooping bugs out of pretend grass 

➢ Three post twisting work 

➢ Using clothes pins to hang socks 

➢ Pouring and posting works 

 

Food Preparation Project: Making fruit 

salad based on the fruit read about in The 

Very Hungry Caterpillar. 

 
 

Art: Art show/Mother’s Day projects. 

 

Science: We will be planting cat grass 

seeds. We will water our seeds, get them 

much needed sunshine and watch for the 

first sprouts! 

Outside, we will admire blossoming flowers 

and watch for bugs. We will flip over tree 

cookies, providing much opportunity to 

see worms and various insects!                                               

 

 



 

 

 

           

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Preprimary Room news 

Highlights: We will be planting, learning about flowers and the life cycle of a butterfly.  

  

Practical Life: Opportunities will be everywhere to care for our environment (water the plants, 

feed the fish, set tables, clean after lunch, set out sleep mats…) 

❖ Scooping beans into flower shaped cups                                     

❖ Twisting our new screwdriver work 

❖ Toasting our own cheese sandwiches 

❖ Washing a large plastic turtle 

❖ Tweezing flowers into a flower shaped tray 

❖ Scooping fruit ice cubes from water into a colander 

❖ Arranging play-doh flowers  

 

Language Arts: We will be looking at books written and illustrated by Eric Carle. 

❖ Reading Area books: Eric Carle, flowers, planting, feelings and Moms 

❖ Story Basket: retelling of The Grouchy Ladybug 

❖ New opposite works, featuring Eric Carle characters 

❖ Matching letters to pictures, featuring Eric Carle characters 

❖ What’s Missing? cards 

❖ And as always, letter sounds and reading work 

                                                  

Geography/Culture: We will “visit” Africa this month. 

❖ A new land/air/sea work 

❖ Travel box with Africa matching pictures 

❖ Animals of Africa (matching objects to photos) 

❖ Exploring animals and their habitats  

 

Science: Our science center is our big focus; learning the life cycles of the butterfly, plants and 

parts of the flower. Works on the shelves will support children’s learning by engaging in puzzle 

making, matching objects to pictures, and the four-part tray sorting. Nesting boxes will display 

different life cycles and we will be observing real caterpillars transform into butterflies. 

   

Math/Sensorial: The math area will contain the following:   
➢ Sorting green colored objects 

➢ 1-9 counting work using frogs and lily pads 

➢ 1-5 counting trees and a puzzle work 

➢ Pattern work 

➢ Working on geometric solids and identifying shapes 

 

Cooking project: Making a fruit salad based on fruits found in 

The Very Hungry caterpillar book then graphing which ones we liked best.  

 

Art:  We will be making Mother’s Day gifts and creating Eric Carle inspired pictures (for portfolios).  

    Art Shelf: 

❖ Collage: Elmer the Elephant 

❖ Recycle pictures 

❖ Cutting strips of paper 

❖ Stencils 

 

                                                 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Preprimary May menu 

6 

 

Mac and Cheese 

Mixed veggies 

apples 

7 

  

Bring their own 

 

 

 

8 

 

Bring their own 

9 

 

Bring their own 

 

 

10 

 

Bring their own 

 
Art Show 

tomorrow (11-1P) 

 

13 

 

Hungry Caterpillar 

fruit 

salad/meatball 

rolls/veggies 

14  

 

NO SCHOOL 

Conferences 

15 

 

Bring their own 

 

16 

  

Bring their own 

 

 

17 

 

Bring their own 

 

 

20  

Red White and 

Blue Lunch 

Flag pasta 

Strawberries and 

blueberries 

Cheese sticks 

 

 

21 

 

Bring their own 

 

22 

 

Bring their own 

Butterfly Snack 

 

23 

 

Bring their own 

Butterfly Snack 

 

24  

 

Bring their own 

27 

 No School 

Memorial Day 

 
 

 

28 

 

Bring their own 

29 

 

Bring their own 

30 

 

Bring their own 

31  

 

Bring their own 

 

 

  


